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We analyze the no-cloning theorem in quantum mechanics through the lens of the proposed
ER=EPR (Einstein-Rosen = Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen) duality between entanglement and worm-
holes. In particular, we find that the no-cloning theorem is dual on the gravity side to the no-go
theorem for topology change, violating the axioms of which allows for wormhole stabilization and
causality violation. Such a duality between important no-go theorems elucidates the proposed con-
nection between spacetime geometry and quantum entanglement.

INTRODUCTION

The connection between entanglement and geometry
is an unexpected stepping-stone on the path to an un-
derstanding of quantum gravity. Historically originat-
ing from black hole thermodynamics [1, 2] and later
in the context of the holographic principle [3, 4], the
AdS/CFT correspondence [5–7], entropy bounds [8], and
the Ryu–Takayanagi formula [9], the relation between
quantum entanglement and spacetime geometry is in-
creasingly thought to be an important feature of a con-
sistent theory of quantum gravity. Underscoring this
view is recent work on deriving the Einstein equations
holographically from entanglement constraints [10] and
perhaps even spacetime itself from qubits [11, 12]. How-
ever, significant puzzles remain. The classic black hole
information paradox [13, 14] has given way to new ques-
tions about black hole interiors and their entanglement
with Hawking radiation [15]. One of the most drastic
albeit promising proposals to arise from these debates is
the so-called ER=EPR duality [16].

The ER=EPR correspondence [16] is a compelling [17,
18] proposal for an exact duality between Einstein-
Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) pairs [19], that is, qubits entan-
gled in a Bell state [20], and nontraversable wormholes,
i.e., Einstein-Rosen (ER) bridges [21–23]. More specif-
ically, the ER=EPR proposal suggests a generalization
of the notion of entangled black hole pairs at opposite
ends of an ER bridge, by asserting that every pair of en-
tangled qubits is connected by a Planck-scale quantum
wormhole. The proposal, if true, would have profound
implications for AdS/CFT and suggest a solution to the
firewall paradox of Ref. [15], not to mention the fun-
damental shift it would induce in our understanding of
both quantum mechanics and general relativity.

The ER=EPR correspondence might allow the explo-
ration of gravitational analogues of fundamental proper-
ties of quantum systems (and vice versa). In particular,
we can check whether there is a precise correspondence
between no-go theorems in quantum mechanics and sim-

ilar no-go theorems in gravity. Arguably the most cele-
brated no-go theorem in quantum mechanics is the no-
cloning theorem [24], which prohibits the duplication of
quantum states.

In this Letter, we investigate the manifestation of
the no-cloning theorem on the gravitational side of the
ER=EPR duality. In particular, we show that viola-
tion of the no-cloning theorem is dual under ER=EPR
to topology-changing processes in general relativity,
which, via classical topology-conservation theorems [25–
31], lead to causal anomalies through violation of the
Hausdorff condition (which leads to the breakdown of
strong causality), creation of closed timelike curves
(CTCs), or violation of the null energy condition (NEC)
(which allows for wormhole traversability and hence
CTCs). While the validity of ER=EPR requires both
unitarity and wormhole nontraversability, it is inter-
esting that these two requirements seem to be fun-
damentally related: the no-cloning theorem and the
topology-conservation theorem, both of which are re-
lated to causality, are in fact dual no-go theorems under
ER=EPR.

QUANTUM CLONING

Here, we reconstruct the standard argument for why
the no-cloning theorem prohibits superluminal signal-
ing [32]. Assume that cloning of states is allowed, that
is, that there exists an operation that takes an arbitrary
state |Ψ〉 in a product state with some |0〉 state and re-
places the |0〉 state with |Ψ〉:

|Ψ〉A|0〉B → |Ψ〉A|Ψ〉B . (1)

Suppose that there exists an EPR spin pair, the state
(|00〉 + |11〉)/

√
2. We give one spin to each of a pair of

individuals, Alice and Bob, who may then move to arbi-
trary spacelike separation. Alice now makes a decision as
to the classical bit she wishes to communicate: to send
a “1”, she measures in the σz basis, while to send a “0”,
she does nothing.
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Bob now proceeds to clone his qubit as in Eq. (1).
Note that each of his cloned qubits remains maximally
entangled with Alice’s qubit, in violation of monogamy
of entanglement, while remaining unentangled with each
other. By measuring enough of his own qubits in the
σz basis, Bob can determine, to any desired degree of
confidence, whether Alice performed a measurement or
not: his measurements will all yield the same result if
Alice performed a measurement, but will be equally and
randomly split between the two outcomes if she did not.
As this experiment does not depend on their separation,
Bob’s utilization of cloning and their shared entangle-
ment has allowed Alice to send one classical bit to Bob
acausally.

BLACK HOLE CLONING

In order to geometrically interpret the no-cloning the-
orem using the ER=EPR proposal, we need a system
with both a high level of entanglement (like the EPR
pair just considered) and a robust geometric description.
One such system is the eternal AdS-Schwarzchild black
hole, which is described in AdS/CFT by two noninter-
acting large-N CFTs in a thermally entangled state on
the boundary sphere [33, 34]:

|Ψ〉 = 1√
Z

∑
n

e−βEn/2|n〉L ⊗ |n〉R, (2)

where |n〉L(R) is the nth eigenstate on the left (respec-
tively, right) CFT with energy En, β is the inverse tem-
perature, and Z is the partition function. In this state,
the reduced density matrices ρL,R of either side are iden-
tically thermal. If both exterior regions of the geometry
are considered [33–35], this state describes a spacetime
consisting of two separate AdS-Schwarzchild regions that
are spatially disconnected outside the horizon but linked
by an ER bridge between a maximally entangled1 pair
of black holes with temperature β−1. This is a concrete
realization of ER=EPR: to reiterate, the two black holes
are both maximally entangled (EPR) and connected by
a nontraversable wormhole (ER). It will be convenient to
consider the slight generalization of this setup in which
the two black holes share the same asymptotic space. As
discussed in Ref. [16], such black hole pairs can be nat-
urally obtained as an instanton solution in a geometry
with a constant magnetic field.

We now consider repeating the experiment in the
previous section using entangled black holes instead of

1 Strictly speaking, the state is only truly maximally entangled
when ρL = ρR = 1, i.e., when β → 0, but we adopt the termi-
nological abuse of Ref. [16].

Figure 1. Illustration of the black hole cloning thought ex-
periment in the context of the ER=EPR conjecture. If Bob
has access to a device that can clone quantum states, he can
transform black hole B, which is entangled with A, into two
black holes B and B′, each connected to A via an ER bridge.

qubits, as depicted in Fig. 1. Alice and Bob, who live
in an asymptotically-AdS spacetime, are each given ac-
cess to a Schwarzschild black hole, labeled A and B re-
spectively, with the two black holes maximally entan-
gled and therefore connected by a nontraversable worm-
hole. If Bob now clones all the degrees of freedom on his
stretched horizon [36], he is left with two black holes B
and B′, each of which is connected by an ER bridge to
Alice’s black hole. That is, cloning is dual to change of
spacetime topology under ER=EPR.

CHANGING SPACETIME TOPOLOGY

We now turn to the question of whether the double-
wormhole geometry of Fig. 1 suffers from any inconsis-
tencies in general relativity. Throughout, we assume
that the Einstein equations hold and that the space-
time can be well described by a semiclassical geometry
(which corresponds to a choice of how Bob implements
the cloning).

The simplest interpretation of the geometry M in
Fig. 2 is that, since horizon pairs AB and AB′ are each
in the thermofield double state (2), the geometries of
both wormholes are the same. In this case, the geome-
try after Bob performs the cloning simply consists of two
separate sheets, each a copy of the original ER bridge,
glued together along horizon A. Note that in this case
M contains bifurcate geodesics: any timelike geodesic
intersecting horizon A after the cloning occurs will split
into two timelike geodesics, one going along the sheet
containing B and the other along the sheet containing
B′. These timelike bifurcate curves indicate a break-
down of the Hausdorff condition, the requirement that
for any two points x 6= y, there exist disjoint open sets
X 3 x and Y 3 y.2 Since the bifurcate timelike curve

2 Bifurcating geodesics imply failure of the Hausdorff condition,
but the converse is not necessarily true; see, for example, the
discussion of Taub-NUT space in Refs. [29, 37].
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Figure 2. Penrose diagram for the topology-change process
depicted in Fig. 1, with spatial slices Σ1 (blue) and Σ2 (or-
ange) shown as embedding diagrams. The spacetime region
M (green) is indicated; the compact region K with nontrivial
topology is bounded by horizons A, B, and B′. All of the
spatial infinities i0 are identified, as the black holes share the
same asymptotically-AdS spacetime. The diagonal stripes at
the bottom of the Penrose diagram indicate that the half of
the spacetime containing the past horizons is not shown.

in question has bounded (being a geodesic, zero) accel-
eration and moreover the non-Hausdorff boundary of M
(horizon A) is codimension 1, it follows by a theorem
of Håjíček [29] that M is not strongly causal. Strong
causality is the requirement that for all points p ∈ M
there is an open neighborhood P 3 p such that any time-
like curve passing through P does so only once; this is
a stronger condition than global hyperbolicity, so the
setup depicted in Fig. 2 leads, via Håjíček’s theorem,
to breakdown of Cauchy evolution [38]. Intuitively, this
happens because once a timelike curve intersects hori-
zon A it becomes impossible to predict its future. If we
wish to avoid immediately abandoning strong causality,
we must relax the assumption that the geometry after
cloning is merely a two-sheeted copy of the original ER
bridge and instead turn to the question of whether the
topology change induced by cloning is alone sufficient
to guarantee a pathology for a spacetime that remains
Hausdorff.

The topology change in question occurs in a local-
ized region of spacetime. Let us define a partial Cauchy

surface [27] to be a spacelike slice through the entire
spacetime such that any causal (timelike or null) curve
intersects the surface at most once. A 3-surface Σ is
called externally Euclidean if there exists compact Γ ⊂ Σ
such that Σ− Γ is diffeomorphic to Euclidean space mi-
nus a 3-ball, i.e., Σ − Γ ' S2 ⊗ R. Given these defi-
nitions, we can draw two disjoint externally Euclidean
partial Cauchy surfaces Σ1 and Σ2, where Σ1 passes
through horizons A and B before the cloning and Σ2
passes through horizons A, B, and B′ after the cloning,
as shown in Fig. 2. Importantly, Σ1 and Σ2 are not
diffeomorphic, Σ1 6' Σ2. Taking A, B, and B′ to be
centered on a line on Σ2 and quotienting by the rotation
group SO(2) around this line, Σ1/SO(2) and Σ2/SO(2)
are 2-manifolds with genera 1 and 2, respectively, and
are therefore not topologically equivalent. The four-
dimensional spacetime region whose boundary is Σ1∪Σ2,
called M in Fig. 2, is externally Lorentzian: there exists
a compact manifold K such thatM−K ' S2⊗R⊗[0, 1],
a timelike foliation of spacelike slices S2 ⊗ R. Then
Geroch’s topology-conservation theorem [25–27] implies
that, since Σ1 6' Σ2, M must contain a CTC.

While the existence of a CTC somewhere in spacetime
is already problematic, we can state a stronger result.
We note that Σ1 is a Cauchy surface for M −K, that is,
for all p ∈ M − K, every future- and past-inextendible
causal curve through p intersects Σ1. Let us assume
the generic condition, which asserts that every causal
geodesic with tangent vector kµ passes through some
point for which

kαkβk[µRν]αβ[ρkσ] 6= 0. (3)

This means that every timelike or null geodesic expe-
riences a tidal force at some point.3 Then Tipler’s
topology-conservation theorem [27, 28] implies that since
Σ1 6' Σ2, the NEC4 must fail. That is, the topol-
ogy change dual to cloning under ER=EPR implies that
there must exist fields in the theory for which one can
arrange an energy-momentum tensor Tµν such that

Tµνk
µkν < 0 (4)

along some null vector kµ.
Although violations of the NEC (see also Ref. [39])

have been shown to occur at a quantum level [40], it has
not been shown that such violation is sufficient to al-
low unusual semiclassical gravitational behavior [16, 41].

3 If the spacetime under consideration has some special symmetry
allowing Eq. (3) to fail for some geodesic, we can enforce the
generic condition by simply adding gravitational waves (that is,
nonzero Weyl tensor) sufficiently weak to avoid nonnegligible
back-reaction on the rest of our argument.

4 While Ref. [27] states the theorem in terms of the weak energy
condition, this can be strengthened to the NEC as stated in
Ref. [28].
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However, the NEC violation in the present thought ex-
periment implies macroscopic topology change that re-
sults from Bob’s cloning procedure with, for example,
astrophysical-scale entangled black holes. We conclude
that violation of the no-cloning theorem is dual under
ER=EPR to topology change and problems with causal-
ity, leading to CTCs (by Geroch’s theorem) or strong
violation of the NEC (by Tipler’s theorem).

It is worth noting that the topology theorems do not
rule out sensible processes like black hole pair production
in the context of ER=EPR. If we consider entanglement
as a conserved quantity [42], then creation of a pair of en-
tangled black holes does not change the topology, as the
ER bridge between them is formed in ER=EPR from the
Planckian wormholes connecting the entangled vacuum.
Moreover, the process of black hole pair creation is not
well described semiclassically, so our results do not apply
in that case; in contrast, the cloning process examined in
this work can be treated in the setting of semiclassical ge-
ometry. Unlike pair production, cloning does violate the
axioms of the topology-conservation theorems precisely
because it involves non-unitarily creating entanglement
(and therefore wormholes) that did not previously exist.

WORMHOLES AND CAUSALITY

We have shown that violation of the no-cloning theo-
rem is dual under ER=EPR either to immediate break-
down of Cauchy evolution or to severe violation of the
NEC [Eq. (4)]. The latter implies the condition that al-
lows for stabilization of wormholes; specifically, one must
have violation of the averaged NEC [41, 43]. That is, a
traversable ER bridge requires

ˆ ∞
0

Tµνk
µkνdλ < 0 (5)

for some null geodesics with affine parameter λ and tan-
gent vector kµ. Ref. [41] exhibits a construction of a
traversable ER bridge that just satisfies Eq. (5) within
the wormhole while retaining nonnegative total energy.

The connection between wormhole stabilization and
the NEC is highly relevant in the context of the
ER=EPR correspondence, as the argument in Ref. [16]
regarding the impossibility of using wormholes (and by
duality, entanglement) to transmit information is crit-
ically dependent on the ER bridges pinching off too
quickly to allow for signal traversal [23]; a stabilized
wormhole would falsify this line of reasoning. Said
another way, violation of the NEC plus the existence
of wormholes leads to traversable wormholes, which
would lead to causality violation. In particular, given
a traversable ER bridge, one can immediately form a
causal paradox (i.e., a closed signal trajectory) by sim-
ply moving the wormhole mouths far apart and giv-

ing them a small relative boost [41, 44]. The connec-
tion between topology change and causality violation in
the gravitational sector is now explicit and is satisfy-
ingly analogous to the connection between unitarity/no-
cloning and causality on the quantum-mechanical side of
the ER=EPR duality.

PERSPECTIVES FOR FUTURE WORK

As we have seen, spacetime topology change leads in-
exorably to violation of causality, via either breakdown
of the Hausdorff condition or creation of traversable
wormholes. Using ER=EPR to translate this result to
quantum mechanics, we find that violation of the axioms
of the topology-conservation theorems is dual to viola-
tion of monogamy of entanglement (i.e., cloning) and the
existence of wormholes is dual to the existence of entan-
glement entropy. The logical flow of our reasoning is:

C & ∃ QE =⇒ SLS
l l l

∆T & ∃WH ��NEC=⇒ TWH
⇓(

���NEC & ∃ CTCs
)
||��SC

(6)

Here, C denotes “quantum cloning”, “QE” quantum en-
tanglement, “SLS” superluminal signaling, “T” topol-
ogy, “WH” wormholes, “TWH” traversable wormholes,
and “SC” strong causality. The single-lined arrows in
Eq. (6) indicate duality of specific statements under
ER=EPR, double-lined arrows indicate logical implica-
tion, and strikethroughs indicate violation.

It is striking that on both the general relativistic and
quantum mechanical sides of the duality, violation of the
no-go theorem leads to problems for causality. The unex-
pected connection between cloning and topology change
offers support for the ER=EPR correspondence, which
provides a natural explanation for their relation.

A promising avenue for future research is the investi-
gation of whether other no-go theorems in quantum me-
chanics and gravity neatly correspond under ER=EPR.
The no-deleting theorem corresponds to the topology
theorem in exactly the same way as the no-cloning theo-
rem, while the no-communication theorem is equivalent
to the assertion of nontraversability of wormholes. On
the gravity side, violation of Hawking’s area theorem,
i.e., the generalized second law of thermodynamics, re-
quires either breakdown of cosmic censorship or of the
null energy condition [45], the latter allowing wormhole
traversal [41]. In ER=EPR, this corresponds to violation
of the no-communication theorem [16] and, in AdS/CFT,
would correspond to violation of unitarity in the dual
CFT state of Eq. (2) [44]. Whether all known grav-
itational or quantum mechanical no-go theorems map
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onto each other in this way is a fascinating open ques-
tion. More generally, the connections among infrared
constraints on ultraviolet physics, such as unitarity and
causality [44, 46–48], will continue to play an important
role in understanding quantum gravity.
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